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Capcom Vs SNK FAQ 
By (Fish God) DE Rol, burning_kyo@hotmail.com 
How To Win Matches FAQ 
This FAQ Explains How You Should Go About Battling in cvs for dreamcast, it  
is mainly for giving beginners a basic structure for combat, but is also for  
everyone as it contains tips and + and - points for all characters 
[Note:] 
I do not mind what you do with this FAQ as long as my above message is still  
there. 

I have split up fighters into basic types: 

Long Range

Physical 

Mock styles 

Cheese/Others 

And now the feature presentation 

Battle structure: 
Long rangers 
1.RYU
Ryu is the main capcom character, and very soon you shall see why 
Sum Up of character: 
Ryu is well balanced and strong, there are many ways to use him 
Use him if you are: 
1.A beginner 
2.A good all-round player 
3.none of the above 
Don't use him when: 
1.you don't like good characters!? 
Strategy: 
Start the battle with either one of two hadokens (down, down-left, left, x  
or y) then a short combo of punches/kicks, before they are on their feet use  
tatsumaki senpukyaku then either shinku hadoken or the devastating  
shin-shouryuken 
And...You win!!! ^_^ 

2.KEN
A good Ryu sub, he is strong but quite like Ryu 
Sum up of character: 
A more kick orientated Ryu ^_^ 
Use him if you are: 
1.A Ryu player 
2.need a ryu-ish variation 
3.kicky 
Don't use him if: 
1.you don like winning!? 
Strategy: 
Start with a fire shouryuken (shouryuken with y instead of x) hadoken, maybe  
a few blows or summat, shoryureppa then destroy them with ryu senkyaku or  



shippu jinraikaku or even shin-ryu-ken. 

3.TERRY 
Long range right to the core, recommended 
Sum up of character: 
Long range diving, energy and both together 
Use him if you are: 
1.a coward
2.a good tactician 
Don't use him if you are: 
1.close range fighter 
2.not good at specials 
3.on 2 player mode 
Strategy: 
A Power wave will give you some time to get your opponent dazed, if they  
don't move...use burning knuckle if they leap at you use the tackle  
technique then use crack shot with b then buster wolf, if you're far away or  
power geyser if in close. And you win!!! 

4.IORI 
For all of you're Medium/long-range needs here's...IORI 
Sum up of character: 
A little less reach than terry but very good nonetheless 
Use him if: 
1.you like UN-usual characters 
2.you like seeing many move variations 
3.you like the prospect of another type of the same character 
Don't use him if: 
1.he scares you (quite probable, lol) 
2.you need longer range moves 
Strategy: 
Dark crescent is a good way to go at the start, with medium reach its good  
then floor 'em again with deadly flower X3 and again! (With fireball) and  
destroy them with maiden masher using y NOT x 

5.VICE 
The best range! Get enemies from miles away! 
Sum up: 
Y withering force has Max range! Need I say more? 
Use her if: 
1.You're a coward 
2.you like annoying people 
3.you're sick of physical characters 
Don't use her if: 
1.her actions and taunts annoy you 
2.you are stupid (I'm sure your not ^_^) 
Strategy: 
DA Cide, outrage, gore feast, rave fest then a few physicals and BOOM y  
withering force from the other side of the screen!!! 

6.Morrigan
She has a move that is SGS in the air!? 
Sum up: 
A bit like a giant evil female mutated ryu with wings 
Use her if: 
1. You like mysterious/dark characters 
2. You are a fan of darkstalkers 
3. Err...thing... (Forgot ^_^) 
Don't use her if: 
1. SGS scares you 



2. You don't like replicas 
Strategy: 
Soul fist, shadow blade X2, vector drain, (evil) darkness illusion to finish 

7.RYO
Pretty good ryu sub 
Sum up: 
One of my usual team members 
Use if: 
1.you hate ryu but like his moves 
2.you have any kind of taste 
Don't use if: 
1.you are somehow mystically shielded from choosing him 
Strategy: 
Koho, tiger flame punch (y), anything you wanna use, ryuko ranbu for a  
finish set up then unleash the haoh-sho-koh-ken 

8.AKUMA 
Evil to the very end an SGS User 
Sum up: 
He can use SGS!!! 
Use if: 
1.you like dark characters 
2.You like SGS 
3.you like ryu 
Don't use if 
1.you friends scream for mercy at the mention of SGS 
2.you can't use SGS (hehehohohaha) 
Strategy: 
All 3 hadoken styles, gou-shouryuken, !!!SGS!!! 

9.SAGAT 
Very good but 3 ratio points!? 
Sum up: 
Ryu with a couple of extras 
Use if: 
1.you're on 2 player 
2.you hate ryu but like his moves 
3.need that little bit extra 
don't use:
1. 3 RATIO POINTS!? 
Strategy: 
Tiger crush, tiger shot, tiger upper, ground tiger shot, tiger raid and  
finally TIGER DESTROYER! 

Long Range Characters finished more soon! 
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